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Marketing
• Online campaign: blog tour, website, 

reviews, giveaways, video interviews
• Improved success based on previous other 

works
• Nationally distributed ARCs to media and 

bloggers
• Western U.S. Book Tour, focused in 

California
• Comic Con & comic bookstore signings
• Substantial social networking presence, 

improved by combined author efforts
• Shapeshifter social media campaign

SPLINTERS
THE PROSPERO CHRONICLES, BOOK 1 OF 3

F.J.R. TITCHENELL & MATT CARTER
A thrilling young adult novel that features two strong, independent 
protagonists. Splinters mixes mystery, humor, and science fiction 
in a way that will leave readers desperate for more. 

Under ordinary circumstances, Ben and Mina would never have had 
reason to speak to each other; he's an easy-going people person with a 
healthy skepticism about the paranormal, and she's a dangerously 
obsessive monster-hunter with a crippling fear of betrayal. But the small 
town of Prospero, California, has no ordinary circumstances to offer. In 
order to uncover a plot set by the seemingly innocent but definitely 
shapeshifting monsters-that-look-like-friends-family-and-neighbors, the 
two stark opposites must both find ways to put aside their differences 
and learn to trust each other.

Highlights
• First installment in The Prospero Chronicles.
• Film rights interest from production companies, including The 

Imaginarium Studios with Andy Serkis.
• Appeals to fans of horror, science fiction, and young adult fiction
• F.J.R. Titchenell and Matt Carter have strong social media platforms 

that interact well with the book's target demographic
• F.J.R. Titchenell previously wrote Confessions of the Very First 

Zombie Slayer (That I Know of). 

About the Authors
F.J.R TITCHENELL and MATT CARTER met and fell in love in a 
musical theatre class at Pasadena City College and have been 
inseparable ever since. Though they have both dreamed of being 
writers from a very young age, they both truly hit their stride after they 
met, bouncing ideas off of one another, forcing each other to strive to be 
better writers, and mingling Matt's lifelong love of monsters with Fiona's 
equally disturbing inability to let go of high school. They were married in 
2011 in a ceremony that involved kilts, Star Wars music, and a cake 
topped by figurines of them fighting a zombified wedding party.
Titchenell and Carter live in San Gabriel, California.
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